
3 simple actions you can take to 
help protect lions.

The lion is not only a symbol of Africa it is a 
global icon. Yet in just 70 years population of 
wild lions have plummeted from 200,000 to just 
20,000. Majestic and vital, this keystone species 
is now threatened with extinction. Surely a world 
without lions is unimaginable? Join Ethiopian 
children who participated in international wildlife 
charity Born Free and Drawing for the Planet’s 
project Lions of Born Free and ROAR for lions!

The more people who take positive action the bigger 
difference we can make for lions. Please share our 
3 actions – together we can protect lions forever.

HOW YOU CAN HELP 
PROTECT LIONS

Lions of Born Free 2022 Jane Lee McCracken featuring drawings by Ethiopian children

https://www.bornfree.org.uk/
https://drawingfortheplanet.org/
https://drawingfortheplanet.org/pages/lions-of-born-free


1. SPREAD THE WORD
Many people don’t know lions are threatened with 
extinction. Become a champion for lions help 
raise awareness of their plight by telling others. 
This could inspire people to get involved in lion 
conservation.

Learn about lions so that you can tell people the facts 
and the threats they face in the wild. Here are some 
lion facts from Born Free:

• Lions are carnivorous
• Lions are the only large cats that live and hunt in 

groups, or prides
• Females do the majority of hunting

THREATS

• Habitat loss due to human encroachment
• Poisoned or shot by livestock farmers
• Canned hunting
• Lions suffer in captivity

Read more about lions here:

www.bornfree.org.uk/animals/lions
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https://www.bornfree.org.uk/
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/animals/lions


2. MAKE LION ART
Art is a very powerful form of expression. Looking 
at art can make us experience a range of 
emotions.

If we want to save lions and other wildlife it is vital we 
make emotional connections with animals: if we care 
we want to conserve.

By making lion drawings and raising awareness 
through your art you could inspire others to get 
involved in lion conservation and donate funds to 
organisations like Born Free.

Here are some ideas how to share your lion art 
and highlight why lions are in peril:

• Give your lion drawing as a gift to someone 
special and tell them why you made the drawing

• Share your drawing and lion facts on social media 
• If you attend school ask your teacher to run a lion 

drawing class and display the drawings in your 
school

• Send a photo of your drawing to be featured in our 
online gallery here:

drawingfortheplanet.org/wild-postcard-gallery-20223
Drawing for the Planet: top: Natnael, Oda School; bottom: Daniel, Goro-Kerensa School

https://www.bornfree.org.uk/


3. ADOPT A LION
You can adopt a lion through Born Free’s
adoption programme here:

www.bornfree.org.uk/adopt-a-lion

FUNDRAISING

There are other ways you can raise funds for lions:

• Make a lion drawing, sell it and donate to lions

• If you attend school ask your teacher if they can 
organise a school art sale of children’s lion 
drawings and donate the profits to Born Free 
here: www.bornfree.org.uk/donate

• Do a sponsored walk or organise a bake sale. 
Visit Born Free for more fundraising ideas here: 
www.bornfree.org.uk/fundraising

• Volunteer for Born Free here: 
www.bornfree.org.uk/volunteer

It’s time to ROAR for lions!
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https://www.bornfree.org.uk/
http://www.bornfree.org.uk/adopt-a-lion
http://www.bornfree.org.uk/donate
http://www.bornfree.org.uk/fundraising
http://www.bornfree.org.uk/volunteer


ABOUT

We are a global art and environmental education charity 
with drawing, one of the oldest forms of communication, at 
its core. Founded by Artist, Jane Lee McCracken, to share 
her passions for drawing and wildlife, we partner with 
international wildlife charity Born Free, conservationists, 
artists, educators and cultural institutions. Through our 
art, education, exhibition and conservation fundraising 
projects we give children, communities and wildlife a 
voice. www.drawingfortheplanet.org

We’re an animal charity that’s passionate about wild 
animal welfare and Compassionate Conservation. Founded
by Virginia McKenna OBE, Will Travers OBE and Bill 
Travers MBE in 1984, we work tirelessly to stop the 
exploitation and suffering of individual animals living in 
captivity or in the wild. From the start, we’ve campaigned 
for a future where animals and people can co-exist and 
where threatened and endangered species are protected 
for generations to come. www.bornfree.org.uk
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https://janeleemccracken.co.uk/
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/
http://www.drawingfortheplanet.org/
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/about-our-co-founders
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/about-our-co-founders
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/about-our-co-founders
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/

